Legend
- - - TOWN BOUNDARY (AS PER S.C. REAL PROPERTY TAX SERVICE AGENCY)
PROJECT LIMIT
""" AREA CONSIDERED FOR ADDITIONAL LEASE PLACEMENT ""
1000 ft HIGH WATER MARK BUFFER
PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS
PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS/2007 NYSDEC CULTURE PERMIT FOR OYSTERS AND OTHER SPECIES
PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS WITH TITLE ISSUES
PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS WITH TITLE ISSUES/2007 NYSDEC CULTURE PERMIT FOR OYSTERS AND OTHER SPECIES
PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS WITH TITLE ISSUES/2007 NYSDEC CULTURE PERMIT FOR OYSTERS AND OTHER SPECIES
NYSDEC TEMPORARY MARINE ASSIGNMENTS
STATUS
- 5 ACRES CURRENT
- 2.5 ACRES CURRENT

NOTE: ** THE ADDITIONAL LEASE PLACEMENT AREA INDICATED ON THIS MAP REPRESENTS THE AREA WHERE THE PROPOSED ONE PERCENT GROWTH PER YEAR FOR THE FIRST FIVE YEARS WILL BE LOCATED. THIS ONE PERCENT GROWTH IS BASED ON THE ACREAGE OF THE EXISTING NYSDEC TEMPORARY MARINE ASSIGNMENTS AND THE PRIVATE OYSTER GRANTS (CURRENTLY 5,972 ACRES)